The student health fee will be discussed in council meeting.
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A Big Stock of Fresh Box Candy

We have been busy for the last two days unpacking the shipments of new box candies.

Among the new arrivals the following are important:

- Holly's
- Holligan's
- Abraham's Meadow Brook
- Queenly's California

Our case is running over with these bright new ribbon-tied boxes. The freshness of these goods will appeal to you.

Reich's Chocolate Shop

The Flavor Lasts

Early Spring Arrivals

SOCIETY BRAND CLOTHES

Today we received a shipment of suits that embody the new spring styles. Both single and double breasted garments are in the lot. Also several suits with the patch pocket that will be so much in vogue this year.

$50 $60 $65 $75

Special Showing of New SPRING HATS

Our new spring hats are from such high grade makers as the "Knox and the Stetson." See the new shape with the narrow brim and the turned sewed edge.

$5 $6 $7 $10

JUNIOR PROM — MARCH 5

ARE YOU READY FOR THE OCCASION? LET US FIT YOU OUT WITH WHATEVER YOU'LL NEED

From the Start

—and for fifteen years, Henry Louis has held to the same solid principles. That the quality of work done in his Kodak Finishing Department shall remain fixed—whatever the quantity, the demand, the haste. And that Service shall be a true consideration in all cases.

We know that the rapid expansion in this department is due to the adherence to these principles and we know that the future success depends on the continued adherence to these principles and we know that all our customers respect us for the maintenance of these principles.

Kodak Dept.
Louis Drug Store
124 E. College
Margaret Edwin Kay, the thirteen year-old daughter of Dean, and Mrs. G. F. Kay, will give a piano recital this evening at the school of music at 8 o'clock. She will be assisted by Helen Saelker, Whitney, bargirl, wife of Dr. Frank D. Walle, of Iowa City. Mrs. Whitney has studied with a number of the leading bargirls of the country, among them Marion Traufo, who is harp adjunct with the Chicago Symphony orchestra. She is to appear in a recital before the Women's Club of Marshalltown next month.

WELLER WILL LECTURE TO LIBRARY CLUB

Prof. Charles H. Weller, University Oratorio, will lecture on "Sustaining Processes in Illustration" at the regular meeting of the Library Club to be held at the Alpha Xi Delta house at 8 o'clock this evening.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Silver Star Club will hold its regular meeting Wednesday afternoon at 4 o'clock in room 288, University high school building.

Thero Sigma Phi meeting for Wednesday, March 2, has been postponed. Evangelist will hold a regular business meeting tonight at 7:30 o'clock in Chace hall.

TO-MORROW

TODAY and TO-MORROW

See the new seren sensation

Buck Jones in

"The Last Straw"

A great big western drama of thrills and Romance. See this new star, a rival to Tom Mix and W. S. Hart. Also good comedy—Pater News. ADMISSION 15-25c

BASKETBALL

TONIGHT

IOWA CITY HIGH

VS.

DAVENPORT

GARDEN THEATRE

TODAY AND TO-MORROW

HARRY T. MOREY

"THE BIRTH OF A SOUL"

Also a good comedy—"DAMES AND DENTISTS!"

OWN YOUR HOME

The man who owns his home enjoys better credit and greater pleasure in living. Rents are scarce and high. Don't spend your hard earned money in rentals. Build the kind of a home you need. You can do it.

ONE OF OUR CHOICE DESIGNS

TRY US.

STANDARD HOME BOOK

FOR MONTHS WE HAVE BEEN PREPARING IT. NOW IT IS READY—A BEAUTIFUL LITTLE VOLUME, WITH PHOTO-GRAPHS, FLOOR PLANS, AND DESCRIPTIONS OF 30 OF OUR ATTRACTIVE AMERICAN HOMES. IT IS FULL OF IDEAS. YOU WILL NOT WONDER WE ARE PROUD OF IT.

KEITH SERVICE

To our list of plans we have recently added the service of the famous Keith Corporation, publishers of "Keith's Magazine on Home Building." No popular architectural firm is more widely and favorably known. We furnish Keith plans free, if you buy your building materials of us.

YOU'RE SURE IF YOU BUT OUT
THE HONOR SYSTEM

"As far as I know there are just three kinds of honor systems in operation, and in my opinion it is a great mistake to discuss the honor system without making it clear which system is under consideration."

First—The system generally associated with the phrase provides that the instructor be absent from the room during examination and that the students themselves be allowed some obligation to watch for and report cheating. Having the word honor can be associated with this system is beyond me. The dishonest student is under the surveillance of thirty persons instead of one. His neighbors are watching him instead of the instructor. He can be removed from cheating because thirty persons are ready to report him if he does cheat. The factor of supervision has been multiplied thirtyfold.

How this realization that your neighbors are watching you—waiting to report you—can possibly develop a sense of honor is indeed remarkable. There is no honor about it. Advocates of this plan invoke a man's sense of honor and then thirty persons are set to watch him. So here we have a system where puts the dishonest man under the strictest, most insidious and complete supervision imaginable; and which asks the honest man to be a spy and a tattletale; and yet forsooth, markable. There is no honor about—nothing. The fact of supervision has been night, pall' of shoes belonging to student is much like asking a man to put down bread, at Dunkel's, a glass of water, and Equipment or can be associated with this system without making cheating because thirty persons are cleared for room mate. Referenices exchanged.

Second—Another system was invented because as many honorable students revolted at the first system. This one provides that a man shall sign a statement to the effect that he has neither given nor received aid. It gets rid of the supervision, the tattletale, and the tattling but asks a man to put down in writing the fact that he is honorable. It assumes that a man is dishonest until he denies the fact in writing. It is much like asking a man to eat a bread, because you cannot take his word; we cannot assume that he is honest, we ask him to put it in writing. Of course the system is only a little more contemptible than the first and grossly proves the word honor.

Third—There is a real honor system of course, one without system, tattling, or tattletelling, pledges, one under which the instructor leaves the room, and the students are absolutely free. Then indeed they ask their honor. Now are we ready for this system? That is really a debatable question and well worth consideration. I will not discuss it, for my sole purpose has been to eliminate these gross perceptions that misapprehend as honor systems.

Kirk M. Porter.

A Drink that is different from the sweet syrups of the Fountain. Sturdivit.

If you haven't tried any of Lilly's Near Beer at Dunkel's, you've missed out on a real treat.

To a glass of Lilly's add one of those wonderful ham sandwiches and you have a real lunch.

Listen! A ham sandwich at Dunkel's means a liberal slice of ham embedded between two moist brown slices of fresh rye bread.

Lilly's Near Beer
A Temperance Drink with freshness and vigor

"The Pastime Corner"

WANTED ADS


WANTED—Dressmaking at 25 W. Harrison. Phone B 147. 150

WANTED—Typewriter repair man part time. Typewriter and Office Equipment Store, see Mr. Williams.

NOTICE—Will the party who advertised that he had found A. K. K. please phone 1651. Reward $1.

WANTED—Roommate. Harold Black, 104 S Clinton St. 100

LOOK—At basketball game last night, pair of shoes belonging to cheer leader. Return to Iowa office. 100

FOR RENT—Modern furnished double rooms for boys. $15 for two boys. $17. A. M. 100

FOR RENT—Furnished room. Phone 1014.

WANTED—A first, Room system. Call 11.

BOOK for student. Phone B 147.

THE BIG EVENT

For full information come to

THE LAW JUBILEE

Englehart Theatre

Thursday, March 11

Bigger, better and more spicy than ever. More fun than a man climbing a dressed pole backwards with arms full of wriggling Eels.

No one exempt. Seat sale begins Tuesday, March 2nd

Our Motto: "With charity towards all and malice toward none!"

Metropolitan

Suit Modes

Fancy silk embroidery is charmingly employed on this navy Tricotine Suit with its smart tailored lines and the dignified simplicity of its skilled tailoring. This is one of the advance showing of new VREITE models for Spring and Summer wear—suits that are exceptional in quality and styled to the most exacting demands of the Metropolitan style centers. VREITE Suits are priced from $49.50 to $50.00.

Frocks You Will Admire

Are assembled here in groups notable because of care designed with the mode and needs of the new season in mind. Each and every offering is invitingly priced ranging from $15.00 to $15.00.

Distinctive Apparel

A Youthful Model in Poirot Twill

The price of this swagger VREITE Suit is no measure of its excellence. Styled of all Wool Poirot Twill, silk-embroidered, with a triple silver belt, it is a model dressy enough for the most exacting occasion and simple enough for every day wear.

$85.00

We are showing other belittling Suits of bolero, Eton and ripple effects. You may choose from a host of fabrics, the most popular of which are tricotines and serges. The moderate prices will prove of much interest.

$25.00 to $85.00

We extend to you a cordial invitation to come and examine these.